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Sudden or Gradual Sound Onset Differentially Affects Audiogenic
Seizure Severity in Developmentally Primed Rats

Mary Dravland, Kelly Clapp, and Mark C. Zrull
Wiley F. Smith Department of Psychology, Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina 28608

In a rat model of reflex epilepsy, sound-induced or audiogenic seizures (AGS) are initiated by
and propagated though excessive activity of inferior colliculus neurons. Because more auditory
system neurons respond to onset of than a continuing sound, we examined the effect of sudden
(SO) and gradual (GO) onset intensity of seizure-triggering sound on AGS severity. Long-Evans
rats were primed for AGS using loud sound when they were 18 days old and were tested for
seizures using loud noise when 32 days old. SO and GO groups of 10 rats, matched for AGS
severity, were then tested 3 times for AGS. Overall, rated seizure activity was 39% more severe
in GO than SO rats (p<.05), and the duration of clonus for GO animals was 28% longer than for
SO rats (p<.05). While latency to clonic seizures was 24% longer in GO than SO rats, this was
an artifact of the sound gradually reaching AGS-inducing intensity for the GO group. Because
sensory neurons respond to change, sudden onset sound may allow more adaptation of AGS-
prone inferior colliculus neurons than a gradual onset seizure-inducing stimulus. Ramping to a
maximum intensity sound may produce greater seizure severity due to a greater number of
neurons remaining active.
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Introduction

Epilepsy is a disorder characterized by
periodic seizure activity that results from
abnormal neural activity. Like many
neurological disorders, epilepsy is often studied
using models. Models of disorders are developed
to include features of the disorder. For example,
rodent models of epilepsy typically include
some abnormal behavior ranging from species-
specific locomotor activity (Ribak and Morin,
1995; Ross and Coleman, 2000) to a brief loss of
consciousness to some form of convulsive
activity. Epileptic convulsions are either clonic,
which is an alternating contraction and
relaxation of the muscles, or conic-tonic
episodes, which are clonus alternating with
extreme muscle contractions (Wyllie and Luder,
1997). As in the human disorder, epileptic
activity in rodent models is the result of
spreading over-activation of neural cell groups
(McIntosh, 1992), which can be restricted to a
particular brain region resulting in a focal
seizure or can spread across the brain from an
initiating site producing a generalized seizure

(Garcia-Cairasco et al., 1993; Wyllie and Luder,
1997). In the current study, we examined the
relationship between the severity of generalized
seizures and the triggering event for epileptic
activity.

In rodents, epileptic activity can occur
spontaneously or be triggered by environmental
stimuli. This latter form of epilepsy is known as
reflex epilepsy and is characterized by seizures
induced by a specific environmental stimulus
(Ross and Coleman, 1999, 2000). In reflex
epilepsy, the over- activation of neurons can
remain focal or progress to other areas of the
brain and result in a generalized seizure (Wyllie
and Luder, 1997). The typical seizure-eliciting
stimulus in humans is light; however, most
epilepsy models use rodents, and for these
animals the typical seizure inducing stimulus is
loud sound (Garcia-Cairasco et al., 1993; Ribak
and Morin, 1995; Ross, 1996). The audiogenic
seizure model is an experimental rodent model
with either genetic or acquired origins that can
be used to study epilepsy and its mechanisms. In
this study, we used seizure-resistant rats with an
acquired epilepsy that was characterized by
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generalized clonic seizure activity triggered by
loud sound.

While audiogenic seizures (AGSs) differ
in progression across strains of rats, common
behavioral components of audiogenic seizures
include wild running and clonus with some
strains also prone to experience tonus (Faingold,
1999; Peirson and Swann, 1991; Ross and
Coleman, 1999). Despite final severity, most
subjects experience wild running episodes in
which they run uncontrollably in the testing
chamber after seizure inducing sound is
administered. Wild running usually occurs in
one or two bouts which eventually may give
way to clonic or tonic-clonic convulsions. Long-
Evans rats, like those used in the present study,
experience only clonus that is characterized by
an arching of the back and a series of
convulsions (Jobe et al., 1973).

AGSs are rare in humans but when they
occur, they are thought to originate from a point
in the cerebral cortex (Ross, 1996). However,
AGS activity is common in rats with the
initiation point of abnormal neural activity being
the midbrain central nucleus of the inferior
colliculus (CNIC) (Faingold, 1999; Peirson and
Swann, 1991; Ribak and Morin, 1995; Ross,
1999). A diagram of the AGS neural network
that mediates AGSs in rats can be found in
Figure 1. Briefly, data suggest that the neurons
in the CNIC of AGS-prone rats are
hypersensitive to incoming sound stimuli and
exhibit abnormal neural activity for stimuli that
do not induce AGS (Coleman et al., 1999;
Faingold, 1999). Pure tones evoke more activity
in the CNIC of AGS-prone than normal rats
(Zrull et al., 2002) supporting a hypersensitivity
hypothesis. When stimulated these neurons are
activated more quickly and in greater number
than those in the CNIC of non AGS-prone rats
(Coleman et al., 1999) and, in turn, neighboring
cells can also be recruited more rapidly in the
AGS-prone brain (e.g., Wyllie & Luder, 1997).

There is some evidence that neurons of
auditory brain stem structures that provide input
directly and indirectly to the CNIC of AGS-
prone rats are over-sensitive to sound stimuli
(Zrull et al., 2002, 2003; see Figure 1). Garrett
(2001) suggested that it might be excessive
excitation throughout auditory brain stem
structures that ultimately provides the level of

input needed to over-activate CNIC cells and
trigger AGS activity. In the present study, we
examined the impact of the onset of seizure
eliciting loud sound on AGS severity. The
nature of AGS-inducing noise onset was
manipulated to be either suddenly at maximum
intensity, as is used in most AGS model
research, or gradually increased to maximum
intensity. Because neurons of auditory
structures, like those of many sensory systems,
exhibit different and more intense responses to
stimulus change than to steady signals (e.g.,
Clopton and Winfield, 1973; Irvine, 1992;
Rhode and Greenberg, 1992), we believed the
nature of the onset of seizure inducing sound
could have an effect on AGS severity.
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Figure 1 Network of Structures for Audiogenic Seizures
(AGS) The figure shows an adaptation of the AGS neural
model that mediates seizures and that is described by many
authors (e.g., Faingold, 1999; Garcia-Cairasco et al., 1993;
Ribak & Morin, 1995). Note that the CNIC is the location
of initial over-excitation of neurons that spreads via the
ECIC to other brain regions as seizure activity begins. The
spread of neural excitation to forebrain regions is thought
to take slightly longer. Abbreviations: CN, cochlear
nucleus; SOC, superior olivary complex; NLL, nuclei of
lateral lemniscus; CNIC, central nucleus of inferior
colliculus (IC); ECIC external cortex of IC; SN, substantia
nigra; dpSC, deep superior colliculus; CG, central gray;
RF, reticular formation.
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In some instances sudden onset loud
sound can cause auditory neurons to become
very active for a brief period of time (i.e., a few
milliseconds) and then turn off with gradual
onset to maximum loudness allowing continuing
activation of auditory neurons (Irvine, 1992;
Rhode and Greenberg, 1992). However, sudden
loud sound can also produce continuing
activation of many auditory neurons such as in
the orienting responses (Horowitz and
Newsome, 1999) and putatively in the
production of AGS (Pierson and Swann, 1991).
Because it is unclear whether sudden or gradual
sound intensity onset would recruit more of the
neurons needed to produce audiogenic activity,
we decided to investigate the effect of intesity
onset on AGS severity. Specifically for Long
Evans rats developmentally primed for AGS
susceptibility, we hypothesized that the nature of
stimulus intensity onset, gradual or sudden,
would produce differences in the overall severity
of audiogenic responses as scored by Ross’
(1996) system. Similarly, it was hypothesized
that latency to and duration of clonus in AGS-
prone rats would differ across sudden and
gradual sound stimulus intensity onset
conditions.

Materials and Method

Subjects
Long-Evans hooded rats (N=20), born in

Rankin-North animal colony at Appalachian
State University were subjects. The animals
were housed with their dams until postnatal day
(pnd) 24 at which point they were separated into
same sex groups of 2 or 3 and housed in plastic
shoebox cages. The animal colony was
temperature controlled (22 oC) with 40% relative
humidity and a 14 hour light/10 hour dark daily
illumination schedule. Animals had free access
to food and water throughout the experiment.
All protocols for animal care and use in this
study were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee at Appalachian State
University.

Priming
Rat pups were primed for AGS

susceptibility on pnd 18. The rats were placed

individually into 1 of 4, 8 cm X 8 cm X 8 cm _-
in. hardware cloth cages arranged around a
speaker (Realistic 40-1270 Tweeter), which was
above and at an equal distance from each cage.
The priming stimuli were 50 ms, 10 kHz sine
wave pips (TENMA 72-380), shaped (5 ms rise
and fall times) and gated by a Coulbourn S84-04
Rise-Fall module, and amplified to 120 dB SPL
(A scale re 0.0002 dyne/cm2) using a 100-watt
amplifier (Realistic MPA-101). The pips were
presented at a rate of 8/s (75 ms between pips),
which was controlled by an Apple 2E computer
interfaced to the gating module with digital to
analog and logic converters (Applied
Engineering, Coulbourn S22-18). After exposure
to the priming stimuli, pups were monitored in a
holding cage until completion of the priming
procedure for all rats in a litter at which point all
rats were returned to their home cage.

AGS Susceptibility Testing
The initial test for AGS susceptibility

was on pnd 32. Subsequently, rats were tested
for AGS activity on pnd 46, pnd 53, and pnd 60.
All AGS activity testing took place in a sound-
attenuating room and was induced in individual
rats using a cylindrical _-in. hardware cloth cage
with a wooden top and floor (33 cm diameter
and height). The sound stimulus was 100 Hz to
20 kHz broadband noise (Coulbourn S81-02)
amplifed to 120 dB (Realistic MPA-101) that
was presented through broad range speakers
(Realistic 30-1354A). All AGS susceptibility
tests were observed via a closed-circuit camera
system and were videotaped for reliability
checks. Figure 2 shows the AGS testing
apparatus.

Features of AGS activity were timed
and severity was scored using Ross’ Audiogenic
Response Scoring System (Ross, 1996; see
Table 1). This system is based on latencies to
and/or duration of wild running bouts and
clonus.  The latency to and number of wild
running episodes suggests the intensity of an
audiogenic response, while the duration of the
seizure indicates the severity of the response. A
higher score is indicative of greater seizure
severity/intensity. Scores for the running pattern,
the latency to clonus, and the duration of clonus
are added to determine a total seizure severity
score, ranging from 0 to 6 (Ross, 1996).
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Figure 2 AGS Testing Apparatus

At initial testing on pnd 32, the noise
stimulus was switched on at maximum intensity
for all rats. Audiogenic responses were then
scored, and two matched groups of rats (N=10
each) were formed based on initial AGS severity
for subsequent testing. The two experimental
groups differed by the onset of the AGS
inducing stimulus for pnd 46, 53 and 60 testing.
For the gradual onset group, the noise stimulus
was “ramped” from 0 dB to maximum intensity
(120 dB) over 5000 ms. Sudden onset testing
consisted of presentation of the noise stimulus at
maximum intensity immediately at the
beginning of a test. The importance of AGS-
inducing stimulus onset was compared across
three tests conducted on pnd 46, pnd 53, and pnd
60 for all rats. These testing days were chosen as
a matter of convenience and due to an interest in
testing rats prior to adult (i.e., pnd 70). For each
trial, features of AGS activity were timed and
severity was quantified using Ross’ Audiogenic
Response Scoring System (Ross, 1996; see
Table 1).

Table 1 Ross’ Audiogenic Response Scoring System

Response Score
No AGS-related behavior 0
One wild run 2
Two wild runs 1
Latency to clonus less than 30s 2
Latency to clonus greater than 30s 1
Duration of clonus greater than 30s 2
Duration of clonus less than 30s 1

Rats exhibiting Ross scores of 3 or more
were considered susceptible to clonic AGSs.
Animals with scores of 2 or less were considered
to have exhibited audiogenic activity but not
clonic seizures. In summary, the occurrence
clonus was necessary to identify a rat as AGS
susceptible.

Results

Overall severity of audiogenic responses
across the three tests after initial testing was
examined using all animals in both stimulus
onset groups (see Figure 3). In the gradual onset
group, three rats did not exhibit clonic AGS on
the initial test (pnd 32), and two sudden onset
group rats were not prone to clonic seizures at
initial testing. Ross scores increased by 39% for
the gradual onset group and only by 9% for the
sudden onset group across the three seizure
susceptibility tests. The interaction effect of
stimulus onset and testing occasion on severity
of audiogenic responses was statisitcally
significant, F(2, 32)=3.71, p<.05. While both
stimulus onset groups had similar severity at the
pnd 46 test, the gradual onset group AGS
severity increased for pnd 53 and 60 tests but
severity for the sudden onset condition did not
increase (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3 AGS Severity Across Tests The graph shows
mean (± standard error) Ross scores of AGS severity across
seizure susceptibility tests conducted on pnd 46, 53 and 60.
The onset groups differ across the 3 tests (p<.05).
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For rats susceptible to clonic seizures at
the initial pnd 32 test, latency to additional
clonic seizures did not differ between gradual
and sudden stimulus onset groups (see Figure 4).
Before times were analyzed, gradual onset
latencies were adjusted by the 5,000 ms required
to reach AGS producing loudness. Overall,
latency to clonus was 23.8 s ± 4.9 s (M ± SEM)
for sudden and 24.4 s ± 2.4 s for gradual onset
rats and decreased from 30.3 ± 4.1 s to 19.7 ±
3.0 s from the first to third test for all rats
susceptible to clonic AGS.
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Figure 4 Latency To Clonic AGS The graph shows mean
(± standard error) latency in seconds to the beginning of
clonus for those rats susceptible to clonic seizures collapsed
across the tests conducted on pnd 46, 53 and 60. The
gradual onset group latencies are adjusted for the 5000 ms
required to reach AGS inducing intensity.

In contrast to latency to clonic AGS
activity, the nature of stimulus onset had a
statistically significant effect on the duration of
clonic seizures, F(2, 32)=3.93, p<.05. Figure 5
shows that the duration of clonus differed for
rats susceptible to clonic AGS on pnd 32
depending on stimulus onset. While the duration
of clonus was relatively short (13.0 s ± 1.0 s) for
all rats in the study, gradual noise onset (14.7 s ±
1.0 s) produced clonic seizures that lasted 28%
longer than did the sudden onset stimulus (11.5 s
± 1.0 s) (see Figure 5).

Discussion

The hypothesis that the nature of
stimulus onset intensity, gradual or sudden,

would have an effect on AGS severity was
supported. Ross rating scale scores (Ross, 1996)
indicate rather stable AGS severity for the
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Figure 5 Duration Of Clonic AGS Across Tests The
graph shows mean (± standard error) duration of clonic
seizures for those rats susceptible to clonic seizures across
tests conducted on pnd 46, 53 and 60. The onset groups
differ in clonus duration (p<.05).

sudden onset intensity group, but an increase in
severity for rats experiencing gradual onset
intensity of the AGS-eliciting stimulus. For the
latter group, AGS severity increased between the
first and second testing period and then
remained constant (see Figure 3). Based on
scores for the gradual intensity onset group,
AGS activity changed from two to one wild
running bouts and/or more severe clonus by the
second test. Both changes, less wild running and
more severe clonus, are indicative of more
severe AGS activity (Jobe et al., 1973; Garrett,
2001; Pierson and Swann, 1991; Ross and
Coleman, 1999). It would be reasonable to
repeat the present study with an extended testing
period to determine whether AGS severity
differences observed for the different stimulus
onset conditions continue to grow. Research
suggesting that auditory pathway anatomy and
evoked activity patterns continue to become
more different from normal rats as AGS
susceptible rats continue to have seizures (e.g.,
Zrull et al., 2002, 2003) would predict a growing
difference in seizure severity for the two
stimulus onset conditions.
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The second hypothesis, that latency to
clonic seizure activity would be affected by the
nature of stimulus onset intensity, was not
supported (see Figure 4). When adjustments toi
the latency to clonic AGS times for rats in this
study were made to account for the 5,000 ms
rise time for the gradual onset of sound intensity,
the latency to clonus for both groups was
actually the same. While the auditory brain stem
structures of AGS-prone rats may process sound
stimuli more rapidly and without tonotopic
organization in comparison to normal rats
(Coleman et al., 1999; Clopton and Winfield,
1973; Zrull et al., 2003), the change in auditory
evoked potentials and tonotopicity does not
predict more rapid latencies to clonus induced
by “ramped” to maximum intensity sound. As
expected the average latency to clonus for all
rats exhibiting clonic AGS decreased with
successive seizure tests (Faingold, 1999; Ross
and Coleman, 1999; Zrull et al., 2002) indicating
increasing severity of the animals’ epilepsy with
each seizure (McIntosh, 1992).

As hypothesized, the duration of clonic
seizures for Long Evans rats susceptible to AGS
activity did depend upon the nature of onset
intensity of the AGS-inducing sound stimuli. In
particular, the gradual intensity onset condition
(i.e., 5,000 ms rise time) exhibited greater
duration clonic seizure activity than those tested
using a sudden presentation of the 120 dB, AGS
producing noise stimulus. Clonic seizures of rats
in this experiment were, on average, rather short
in duration compared to those reported in other
studies (e.g., Jobe et al., 1973; Pierson and
Swann, 1991; Ross and Coleman, 1999; Zrull et
al., 2002, 2003); however, the rats in this
experiment were relatively young with seizure
testing completed before adulthood (e.g., 70
days old). The difference in clonus duration for
the gradual and sudden sound intensity
conditions was present for all susceptibility tests
and of fairly constant magnitude (see Figure 5).
Because AGS activity has a tendency to become
more severe with more AGS episodes (Faingold,
1999; Ribak and Morin, 1995; Ross and
Coleman, 2000), it is likely that the trend
observed in this study would continue but this
should be tested in future research.

The results of the current study do
suggest that gradually increasing the sound

stimulus intensity to the 120 dB needed to evoke
abnormal behavior in the AGS-prone rats of this
study produces more severe AGS activity than a
sudden onset 120 dB noise stimulus. This result
is probably because more sensory neurons do
respond to changes in stimulus features than
those that do not respond to changes in an
appropriate stimulus, and neurons of auditory
brain stem structures are no different than those
of “most” sensory systems (Irvine, 1992; Rhode
and Greenberg, 1992). The CNIC receives direct
and indirect input from the cochlear nuclei
(Coleman and Clerici, 1987), which contain a
large proportion of onset sensitive neurons that
adapt fairly quickly (Rhode and Greenberg,
1992). Similarly, the CNIC itself contains a high
proportion of neurons that respond to stimulus
onset that are organized within the tonotopic
bands of the structure (Clopton and Winfield,
1973; Irvine, 1992). It may be that when a sound
stimulus is presented with sudden onset at
maximum intensity, neurons of the AGS-prone
CNIC adapt to the stimulus and become
inactive. This may be particularly true for the
CNIC of AGS susceptible rats because neurons
of the nucleus are reported to respond rapidly
and intensely to non-seizure evoking sounds
(Coleman et al., 1999; Faingold, 1999; Garcia-
Cairasco, 2002). In contrast, when the sound
stimulus is presented with a gradual increase to
maximum, seizure evoking intensity, the
neurons of the CNIC do not adapt. Thus,
gradually ramping a sound to the maximum
intensity necessary to induce AGS activity may
produce greater seizure severity due to a greater
number of neurons remaining active for a longer
period of time.
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